Green groups stand with Indigenous People to demand Climate Action and
Indigenous Rights
9 December 2015 (Paris) – Today, the famous Greenpeace giant polar bear was brought
to Le Bourget to add pressure on governments to agree an ambitious climate deal.
“With less than three days remaining, negotiations must not stall. Ministers have to bring
ambition to the long term goal, so that we have full decarbonisation by 2050, and financial
support for the most vulnerable,” said Kumi Naidoo, Executive Director of Greenpeace.
The bear stood over civil society activists and representatives of Indigenous Peoples from
north and south, demanding climate action and for the rights of Indigenous Peoples to be
specifically included in the text.
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“It is unfair that the rights of Indigenous Peoples are not included in the text,” said
Vyzcheslav Shadrin from the Yukagir people in the Russian Far East. “We are on the
frontline of climate change, and are suffering its first and worst impacts. So we have a right
to be recognised in this international forum.”
Kumi Naidoo, Greenpeace Executive Director, added: “As we fight to protect the climate, we
must also fight for the rights of Indigenous Peoples, who are on the frontline of the growing
climate crisis. We must come together to protect the people who are suffering first and most
brutally from the impacts of climate change around the world. This means the rights of
Indigenous Peoples to be upheld which is why Greenpeace supports its specific inclusion.
We must push our elected leaders to respect the calls of justice and push for a world
powered by renewable energy rather than dirty and dangerous fossil fuels. When this polar
bear roars, she roars for billions of people, and she roars loudest for those on the frontlines
of climate change.”
"Today Greenpeace stood with Indigenous people from across the world from Canada to
the Amazon to demand an inclusion of Indigenous Peoples Rights into the COP
agreement," said Mike Hudema, from Greenpeace Canada. "Canadian Indigenous
communities in the tar sands and the Arctic are facing first-hand the effects of our carbon
intensive economies. We must ensure, as we protect the climate, that we also uphold their
rights."
The Indigenous Peoples represented at the event were:




the Mundurukus people, who live along the Tapajos River in the Amazon basin.
They have been affected by the government’s plans to build the Tapajos dam, which
will flood part of their lands, and affect fishing. Their representatives are Maria
Leuza Munudurku and Roseninho Munduruku.
Bill Erasmus, the Dene national chief and AVN regional chief for the North West
Territories, where rising temperatures are playing havoc with a traditional way of life



from Russia, Dmitry Berezhkov from the Itelmen people in Kamchatka; Rodion
Sulyandziga, from the Udege people in the Far East; Alexey Limanzo from the Nivkh
people on Sakhalin Island; and Vyzcheslav Shadrin from the Yukagir people on
Sakha-Yakutia land.

The bear - named Aurora - last appeared in public when Oscar-winner Emma Thompson
helped pull her through London streets and position her outside the Shell HQ. The bear
stayed there for a month, until Shell announced it was withdrawing from the Arctic.
Yesterday, Amnesty International and Greenpeace released a joint statement underlining
that the protection of Human Rights from climate change requires an urgent shift to a 100%
renewable energy for all.
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Pictures of the event will soon be available at
http://photo.greenpeace.org/C.aspx?VP3=CMS3&VF=Home
For more information:
Diego Creimer, Communications officer, Greenpeace Canada, 514-999-6743
dcreimer@greenpeace.org

